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Beautiful World
Tim Myers

Capo on 4th fret

Intro:  F# Ebm F# Ebm

F#            Ebm              Bbm       C#
The children outside all are laughing under perfect skies
F#              Ebm               Bbm     C#
The shapes and patterns in this season make me feel alive
F#       Ebm                Bbm       C#
I wanna shout it from the roof top and tell the world               
     F#          Ebm        Bbm               C#
That I was blind but now I see whatâ€™s right in front of me

F#                B        Bbm   C#
It s a beautiful world I see, everything looks differently
F#                B        Bbm   C#
It s a beautiful world I see, these moments are changing me
F#                  G#m            Bbm           B       C# 
When I look at the sky I see the reason why I know, ooh oho o-oho

F#      Ebm                Bbm     C#
When I look out from the window The moon and stars 
F#                Ebm              Bbm           C#
shine all their lights down from the heavens
            F#              Ebm                    Bbm     C#
A choir of angels strike a chord and lift their voices
            F#                   Ebm                Bbm                 
And then we sing out, Iâ€™ve been lost but now Iâ€™ve found 
             Bbm7
whatâ€™s right in front of me.

F#                B        Bbm   C#
It s a beautiful world I see, everything looks differently
F#                B        Bbm   C#
It s a beautiful world I see, these moments are changing me
F#                  G#m            Bbm           B       C# 
When I look at the sky I see the reason why I know, ooh oho o-oho

F#                B        Bbm   C#
It s a beautiful world I see, everything looks differently
F#                B        Bbm   C#



It s a beautiful world I see, these moments are changing me
F#                  G#m            Bbm           B       C# 
When I look at the sky I see the reason why I know, ooh oho o-oho

any question, suggestion or comments:
contact: shout_sounds@hotmail.com
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